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MARCH 25, 2018 • THE PARK THEATRE • 7PM-10PM

LINE-UP (7PM-8PM)
CHANGE
Directed by Laina Brown & Taylor Brown
A socially anxious young man finds life changing advice in the most unlikely of places.

BREAKFAST
Directed by Jesse de Rocquigny
A boy and a girl go on a date.

NEREO
Directed by Andrew Wiens
"Nereo" tells the story of multidisciplinary artist Nereo Eugenio and delves into why
creativity and art is so special, edgy and uncompromising.

BUGSPRAY
Created by Taryn Edgeworth, Shay Edgeworth, Jeff Kazuk, Anna Kozak,
Renelle Phaneuf, Blake Vermette and Adam Yarish
A young couple make the rash decision to run away together.

POSITIVE END NOTES
Directed by Eric Plamondon
One of those nights that gives you a real good feeling. Can those moments translate into a
nice short note? Maybe if you lay it along side some origami.

REALLY GREAT FRIEND
Directed by Tavis Putnam
With his Mum and her boyfriend out of town, Ross is left with access to a car for the
whole weekend! The only problem is, he can't seem to find anyone to hang out with him.

way home
Directed by Lynx Sainte-Marie
way home is an atmospheric visual and auditory landscape through which the artist shares
deeply resonant poetry woven from love, pain and longing at the intersection.

SECOND OPINIONS
Directed by Sara Bulloch
A couple use an app to share their relationship issues with strangers.

LINE-UP (8:30PM-9:30PM)
FUN FUN STREET
Directed by Carter Hadlow
Brett and Eddy are stars of a popular children's TV show, Fun Fun Street. The evil parent
group "Stop Homeosexuals in Television" think the two are gay and get Brett fired from the
show. Now disgruntled, Brett seeks his revenge.

PEPO
Directed by Joel Penner
Pepo is an imaginative exploration of the beauty found as zucchini and squash
foliage and flowers desiccate on computer scanners.

NOSISIM
Directed by Sonya Ballantyne
A woman reconnects with her grandmother's past through a series of drawings done
by Daphne Odjig.

ALIEN SCARS
Created by Adam Halstrom & Martyna Koleniec
A narrative music video, "Alien Scars" tells the story of boy and his childhood pal; and
of finding comfort through a powerful memory.

7.0% A SPACE CRAFT ODYSSEY
Directed by Liam Guay
Two black hole scientists struggle to find each while traveling through space and time and
dealing with the side effects of trans-dimensional travel.

SCAB
Directed by Paul Plett
A young girl and a man form an alliance as they cross a post-apocalyptic landscape.

that unspoken thing
Directed by Adam Yasinski
A bitter sweet story about running into a love faded but not yet gone.

FRIGHT, SCARE & SUBSCRIBE
Directed by Cody Blacksmith & Luke Roach
Danny Dangerz, an obnoxious YouTube vlogger, visits a haunted house in an
attempt to gain more internet viewers.
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